
Lemon Bay High School               AP Lang and Comp 

 

Group Project:  Creative Interpretation—Plato’s Allegory of the Cave 

 

Directions:  It is generally accepted the allegory in Plato’s Allegory of the Cave 

compares the plight of the slave to how one attains knowledge and understanding, 

and/or the education of a populous as a whole.  You will work in groups of three to 

create a poster that creatively interprets the allegory in Plato’s Allegory of the 

Cave.  You must have a topic that guides your interpretation (i.e. human life cycle, 

learning how to play a game or sport, politics, a book or movie, etc.).  The limit to 

your topics is limited to your own thinking and imagination. 

 

Requirements:  

 

1. You will be given a large piece of butcher (poster) paper.  Must use a 

combination of text, images, drawings, or other similar media.  Researched 

information must be cited in-text and on a small works cited section. 

2. Your title and topic of research must be the largest text and clearly visible. (2) 

3. Must include: a short summary of the Allegory of the Cave; a one to two 

sentence explanation of your topic; and a short explanation of how your topic 

relates to the allegory.  This must appear directly below your title. (3) 

4. Must include a picture/image and short biography of Plato.  Must include a 

short summary of the Allegory of the Cave.  Cite sources in-text.  (5) 

5. Depending on your interpretation, five to six paragraphs of text that explain the 

stages described in the Allegory of the Cave.  Use arrows or other indicating 

symbols to connect your stages/steps.  (10) 

6. At least one image, picture, or drawing for each of your selected stages.  The 

images should aid your reader in the understanding each stage and your topic in 

general.  (10) 

7. Must be creatively presented and show depth of thought.  It should be apparent 

that you spent time and effort creating your poster.   

 

 

You will have three class periods to work on this project.  You may use any of the 

class materials, supplies, magazines, etc. to help you with your project.  Please 

make sure you use your time wisely and you do your best work.   

 

This assignment is DUE ____________________________ 

 

This assignment is worth 30 points. 


